limited number of yarn properties [9, 14] . It is more desirable to find out fiber properties in advance according to customer design yarn properties i.e. yarn to fiber reverse engineering process [15] .This is one of the challenging task of spinning technologies.
The hybrid ANN-GA technique is a powerful method for process modeling and optimization of very complex processes. The objective of the process optimization is to maximize the process performances. The integrated ANN-GA strategy meets the objective based on two steps: (a) ANN models with 25 different structures are trained to predict fibre properties. (b) GA is used to optimize results of ANN (fibre properties).
II. BACKGROUND
Various researchers have investigated yarn properties from fiber specification and process parameters. Spinners estimate the yarn quality, they are likely to produce from a given raw material in advance. They can select the raw material & accordingly adjust the process parameters in various departments so that most optimum quality at competitive cost of yarn is obtained.
Previous statistical approach and empirical approach [1, 2] establishing relationship between fibre & yarn quality characteristics are having some disadvantages. Statistical approach is based on the multiple regression method in which coefficients estimated are generally applicable only to specific population & operating conditions. Empirical approach assumes that fiber properties are independent & exert an exclusive influence on the yarn properties, which is not always true. Dr. J. V. Desai et. el [14] implemented yarn property prediction & showed that single neural structure is unable to predict all the yarn properties with desired accuracy. But with the help of powerful algorithms this conclusion can be discarded.
A Majumdar et el [15] have predicted the properties of final yarn using fibre properties as a inputs. However the use of all the cotton fibre properties for ANN model was almost impossible due to structural complexity of the model and therefore they used one comprehensive quality index as the regression equation. But regression equation will not accurately predict all fibre characteristics. S Sette et el [9] have presented a method to optimize a fibre to yarn production process. They simulate the production process by back propagation neural network and optimization of this network by Genetic Algorithm. To implement a multi-objective optimization, the fitness function is calculated using Parito optimality and is then modified by sharing function. But, however, authors have considered forward engineering concept which is unable to predict raw material needed according to yarn requirement of end user. Genetic Algorithm used doesn't consider current available stock.
Lieva Van Langenhove et. el. [13] compared several techniques to model complex fibre to yarn production process. He concluded that the best technique depends on the type of data, the available number of data, the expectation of the user and the use of the model. He found that neural Network gives good results both for quality and for processability as a function of fibre parameters and machine setting. But this model presents an immediate solution without taking into account stock limits or the available of new qualities within the near future All above drawbacks are overcome with the help of proposed Computational Model.
III. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK
The ANN technique is a powerful method for process modeling of very complex process. The feed forward neural network is a nonlinear function-mapping device that determines the K-dimensional nonlinear function vector f where f: X  Y. Here, the input data vector X is mapped into a highdimensional feature spaces via nonlinear mapping function f for predicting Y. In this architecture, X is a set of R-dimensional input vectors with Np numbers of data element X = {xp};
Where, p=1,2,…,Np and x=[x1, x2, …, xR] T and Y is a set of corresponding K-dimensional output vectors Y={yp};
Where, p=1,2,…,Np and Y=[y1, y2, …, yK] T ).
The nonlinear mapping can be expressed as:
The equation suggests that y is a function of x, which is parameterized by W and b. Precisely, the closedform expression of the input-output relationship approximated by the two-layered ANN model is:
where f1 and f2 denote the nonlinear activation/transfer functions.
The back propagation training procedure aims at obtaining an optimal set (W) of the network weight matrices W H and W O , which minimize an error function. The commonly employed error function is Mean-Squared Error (MSE).
Where Np and K denote the number of patterns and output nodes used in the training, i denotes the Index of the input pattern (vector), and k denotes the index of the output node. Meanwhile, ti,k and yi,k express the desired (target) and predicted values of the kth output node at ith input pattern, respectively .
The outputs are computed as follows:
(a) The weighted sum of all the node-specific inputs is evaluated, which is then transformed using a nonlinear activation function f, such as tangent-sigmoid (tansig) and linear (purelin) transfer functions for hidden and output layers, respectively. 
IV. GENETIC ALGORITHM
A genetic algorithm is used in an attempt to find optimized fibre properties obtained from different structure of neural network. The GA uses and manipulates a population of potential solutions to find the optimal solutions. The process involves the GA evolving several vectors for fibre properties. Fitness function is used to determine the fitness level of each individual(fibre). Using these fibre properties from the neural network, the genetic algorithm would then evolve a new population to try. Over successive generations, the population evolves toward an optimal solution. Training BP-ANN and GA is divided into two parts: the first one is to predict fibre properties from different ANN topologies, and the second one is to optimize results of all ANN topologies with GA.
The detail stepwise procedure for the proposed approach is described below.
Step 1 (Train different structures of ANN)
Train different ANN topologies with same input/output data file of fibre and yarn, keeping different nodes in hidden layers.
Step 2 (Obtain results from different ANN topologies)
Obtain results from different ANN topologies(fibre properties) by providing yarn properties.
Step 3 (Initialization of solution population).
The genetic algorithm would create a population of initial fibre properties obtained in step2. Set the initial generation index (Gen). Set the number of independent variables (nvars). Generate a random initial population of Npop individuals. Each individual possesses vector entries with certain length or called as genes which are divided into many segments based on the number of decision variables (nvars). The genetic algorithm would create a population of fibres.
Step 4 (Fitness computation).
In this step the performance (fitness) of the solution vector in the current population is computed by using a fitness function given below,
Where,
f(x) = fitness value
Ai =ANN predicted individual property. n = number of properties (variables). We have minimized the equation because we want Optimal Fibre which resembles ANN results. Performance is checked and if it is not reached fibres for new generation are calculated.
Step 5 (Scaling the fitness scores).
Scale/rank the raw fitness scores to values in a range that is suitable for the selection function. In the GA, the selection function uses the scaled fitness values to choose the parents for the next generation. Because the algorithm minimizes the fitness function, lower raw scores have higher scaled values. Rank based scaling function is used.
Step 6 (Parents selection).
Choose the parents based on their scaled values by utilizing the selection function. Stochastic uniform selection function is used. The parents with the highest evaluations are favored in the selection.
Step 7 (Reproduction of children).
Each member of the population is evaluated, using the ANN as fitness function.
Crossover -Crossover enables the algorithm to extract the best genes from different individuals by selecting genes from a pair of individuals in the current generation and recombines them into potentially superior children for the next generation with the probability equal to crossover fraction. Scattered crossover function is used.
Mutation -Mutation function makes small random changes in the individuals, which provide genetic diversity with better fit.
Step 8 (Replaces the current population with the children).
After the reproduction is performed and the new children are obtained, the current population is replaced with the children to form the next generation.
Step 9 (Update/increment the generation index).
Increment the generation index by 1: Gen=Gen+1.
Step 10 (Repeat Steps 4-9 until convergence is achieved).
Repeat the steps 4-9 on the new generation until the convergences are met. The algorithm stops when the number of generations reaches the maximum value (Genmax).
Step 11 (Assign the top ranking of children to the optimal solution vector).
After the GA convergence criteria is achieved, the children possessing top ranking of fitness value is assigned as optimized value.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We have selected 30 different cotton varieties for yarn to fibre module (ANN The objective of training is obtaining an effective generalization of the relationship between the input and output dataset. This involved modifying the performance function on the basis of MATLAB Package-Mean Absolute Error Function. Learning rate used was 0.01. Momentum rate was optimized at 0.9 and 50 epoch's were used for training. The ANN will predict fibre properties. During testing phase different samples are taken and average mean absolute error is calculated. Predicted output of 25 different neural network structures is given to GA as initial population (For individual sample). Hence forth, the next aim is to predict optimized fibre properties from ANN results using Genetic Algorithm Proposed GA model uses 25 different cotton fibre predicted output of particular samples (output of ANN) as Initial Population. Each individual has six different properties which are explained before. Hence, the initial population will be a matrix of 25x6 elements. Fitness function is the vital component of GA. Fitness function is,
Where, f(x) = fitness value Ai =ANN predicted individual property. n = number of properties (variables).
We have minimized the equation because we want Optimal Fibre which resembles ANN results. 
VI. RESULTS
Proposed Computational model is hybrid approach of ANN-GA. Hence forth, results has to be given stepwise.
Results for back-propogation network in predicting fibre properties from requied yarn is given in figure 2 .
Only one result for Neural network structure 7-12-22 is given. The figure shows that results are satisfactory for fibre property Short Length(SL). Similar results can be obtained for remaining properties. After testing, results found were satisfactory. Mean average error of best 5 structure are shown in table 2. The co-relation co-efficients are in between 0.9999 to 1. The predicted values by structure 7-12-22 and average error of individual properties are given in table1. Mean Absolute Error is 0.065. GA undoes the problem by searching the results of ANN in available stock. Since, ANN provides population to GA, the searching of required yarn or optimal yarn resembling results given by ANN can be done. The results given by GA given in figure 3 below. The graph shown in figure 3 shows the best individual generated by GA after 500 generations. Results given by computational model compared to system practiced in industry is much accurate.
VI. CONCLUSION
Hybrid approach of ANN-GA technique ensembles a powerful model that could significantly improve the predictability related to spinning department of Textile Industry.
In this paper, a Computational Model is proposed which combines advantages of Artificial Neural Network and Genetic Algorithms by providing ANN results to GA. ANN-GA provides more accurate fibre properties.
This work is useful for industry which spins wide variety and range of yarns from several cotton varieties.
